
 
 
 

 
 

Precision	  Audio	  Loudspeaker	  Systems	  
	  
	  

With a combined Hi-Fi industry experience of more than 50 years the Russell K team 
introduces loudspeaker systems designed to sound like the real thing at affordable 

prices.	  
	  

	  
THE LOUDSPEAKERS 

Red 100 was conceived from the start to be a high performance 
loudspeaker that can be bought by most people. During the 

development it became apparent that the refusal to compromise on 



the desired parts was increasing the cost to build the speaker and 
thus the cost to buy. 

 
At this point it was decided to present the speaker in a new way by 
taking out everything that does not affect the sound quality; We call 

it "Stripped Back 

	  
 

Red 100 was conceived from the start to be a high performance 
loudspeaker that can be bought by most people. 
 
During the development it became apparent that the refusal to compromise on the 
desired parts was increasing the cost to build the speaker and thus the cost to buy. At 
this point it was decided to present the speaker in a new way by taking out everything 
that does not affect the sound quality; We call it “Stripped Back “Listed below are 
some of the items you do not get 
 
Real wood cabinet (an extra cost option) 
Front grille (an extra cost option) 
Bi Wire connectors( an extra cost option) 
Fancy packaging Russell K packaging will keep the product safe but that’s all 
Expensive brochures. All product information is available on line  
Manual in the box. The dealer will download your personalised manual at the point of 
sale 
 
Now let’s consider what you do get: 
 
 



CABINET 
 

The cabinet is a source of much colouration even in some of the best loudspeakers with the 
primary cause being stored energy 
 
The BBC conducted research into cabinet design some years ago and came to the conclusion that 
rigid heavy enclosures coloured the sound making the spoken word unnatural. As the speakers 
were used for monitoring purposes this state of affairs was deemed unacceptable. The BBC 
solution was to use thin walls with heavy Bitumen (tar) pads attached for damping. Voices now 
sounded much more like the real thing. Russell K research has found that the heavily damped thin 
wall cabinet works very well for the all important midrange but the compromise is that too much 
cabinet flex softens the bass response  
 
The Russell K concept is to keep the cabinet walls thin and to use internal bracing shelves to 
control cabinet flex. We prefer a light cabinet that will vibrate when the drive units are playing but 
stop quickly when the drive unit stops, we call this “cabinet agility”  

 

 

DRIVE UNIT LOADING 
 

The most popular forms of bass loading are bass reflex, (port loaded) , sealed box or transmission 
line, all have strengths and weaknesses. 
 
The Russell K solution is a misaligned bass reflex used in conjunction with an additional 
mechanical bass loading and damping system. Either side of the bass unit is a bracing shelf 
containing 20 x10mm holes with the port under the bottom shelf midrange energy from the rear of 
the bass unit is contained within the 2 shelves (about a third of the size of the cabinet) only bass 
escapes into the full volume of the enclosure.  
 
The effect of this is a drastic reduction of midrange standing waves and no midrange energy 
making its way out of the port tube. A further consequence is that the normal bass box boom at 
100 Hz is gone so combined with very low port tuning of 35hz produces a bass that is 
extraordinarily tight and extended, bass now plays as instruments rather than a one note noise to 
underpin the music and give a false impression of real bass. 

 



 

 

NO INTERNAL DAMPING 
 

Nearly all loudspeakers have some form of damping applied inside the cabinet to absorb the 
energy radiated from the rear of the drive units. Russell K research has found that if the cabinet is 
well designed with sufficient internal braces and baffles damping can do more harm than good. 
 
In a transmission line speaker a long folded tube is located behind the drive unit and the energy 
from the rear of the drive unit is absorbed according to wavelength the lower the frequency of the 
sound the further it travels along the tube until it’s absorbed.  
 
By placing damping material in the tube the energy is slowed down so with damping much lower 
frequencies can be absorbed before the end of the tube is met.  
 
This being so must mean that damping in a box slows down the sound making it out of sync with 
the output of the driver which is a long winded way of saying it stores energy, something we want 
to avoid. Our experiments showed that removing the damping allows the cabinet to breath but in 
time with the main drive unit and as long as the extra energy that exists without the damping is 
considered in the crossover design when listening to the speaker system playing there is an 
openness and freedom from general box/cabinet distortions  

 

 

 

 

CROSSOVER 



 
The crossover is the heart of a speaker system a bit like a great chef you give the chef the best 
ingredients and his/her job is to create perfection on the plate. In many respects this is the place 
where science and art meet. In an ideal world what you measure should reflect how the speaker 
sounds so that a flat frequency response should sound perfect, unfortunately this just does not 
happen. Russell K has conducted thousands of hours of research into the effect that different 
crossover types have on the sound from 6db (gentle roll off) to 24db (very steep roll off) and many 
in between. The conclusion we came to was that the crossover network has to be matched to the 
characteristics of the drive units employed. It’s the combination of drive units mechanical roll off 
and the crossover working in harmony that ultimately produces the best sound. 
 
For the Red 100 a modified 12db network is used for both the woofer and the tweeter, we try to 
keep the number of components in the signal path to a minimum which in this case is one coil for 
the woofer and one capacitor for the tweeter. We also believe that the drive units should be 
connected to the crossover in positive phase. (It’s surprising how many speakers have a drive unit 
in reverse phase)The real work is choosing the values of the components during the voicing stage 
(this would be the chefs tasting part).Each components value changes the sound. Russell K uses 
the spoken word intensively as it’s very hard to reproduce convincingly (we hear the spoken word 
all day long)Long sessions with different types of music on different electronics (Amps, CD 
players Radio etc)as well as evaluations in a number of rooms all bring the adjustment process to 
make a speaker that is true to source and sounds like the real thing  
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